University School’s Production of *Tarzan* Earns 12 Cappie Nominations

Upper School cast, crew and orchestra members honored for work in final production of 2012-2013 season.

**Best Musical Nominee**
Tarzan The Stage Musical

**Freshman Critic (2):**
Carlo Feliciani
Kimberly Moatamedi

**USchool Cappies Critic Commendee:**
Ryan Juda

**Make-Up:**
Christina Sirvent  Maya McCoy
Michael Mooney  Megan Sirvent

**Song:** Trashin’ the Camp

**Orchestra:** Jammin’ Jungle
David Branse, Jamie Duecker, Stephen Gaffley, Jordan Greissman, Nick Katz, Austin Payne, Victoria Roberts, Kyle Starkman, Brandon Vilarello, Reid Wasserman

**Stage Crew:**
Max Angel, Jamie Cohen, Tal Dickstein, Giulia Di Stravola, Louis Gordon, Logan Hammel, Rachel Haskins, Zachary Hermann, Eric Sopshin, Sarah Leinwand, Catherine Morel, Connor Pestrichelli, Alex Polenberg, Ellie Ser, Maya Singer, Christian Wong

**Ensemble:**
Alexander Bahta, Alexa DiVeroli, Ali Lacerda, Zachary Laurence, Robby Mijares, Corin Osborn, Spencer Perlman, Brian Pridgeon, Kali Rosendo, Lilly Russell, Samantha Schultz, Samantha Lapayowker, Sophie Septoff, Jacob Wallack, Natalie Weiner, Haleigh Youtie

**Male Dancer:**
Zachary Laurence

**Female Vocalist:**
Brittany Panzer

**Supporting Actor:**
Ryan Juda

**Supporting Actress:**
Laura Galindo

**Remaining Nominated Cast:**
Nicole Birmaher, Jean Bougeois, Brian Brant, Allison Cary, Jolie Chafetz, Alex Cieri, Jessica Cohen, Cassie Epstein, Charley Garcia, Michelle Langone, Paul Levine, Brittany Littrell, Angelo Narvaez, Renata Narvaez, Daniel Navon, Rebecca Rash, Rebecca Reznik, Christina Serrato, Sydney Shiekman, Jamie Somerstein, Miranda Tavtigan